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The Armour-Plated Bruske Brush is a unique floor sweep developed spe'
cifically out 0f a growing need {or floor brushes used in unusual situations,
It is adapted lor use in applications where a lightweight shovel or scoop
might ordinarily be needed. The Armour-Plated Bruske Brushes share

the same special blend ol synthetic bristles featured in the indestructible

Bruske Brush, This provides lor smooth sweeping actions and lor long

bristle iile Added to this unique super-strong brush is the special strength

heavy gauge all metal frame that makes this brush as durable as a shovel.

It's available in two convenient sizes and in a choice of bristles to meet

almost every need,

With this special item we suggest that you order #6031 hardwood han-

dles. Please order handle separateiy.

ALL PURP0SE RED ARM0UR-PLATED BRUSKE BRUSH,,for sweeping
lightweight dirt from smooth to moderately rough surfaces

Brush Size

MEDIUM BLACK ARN/OUR-PLATED BRUSKE BRUSH .for heavy duty
sweeping on dry, wet, or oily surfaces

Brush Size 17', 17',
Adaptab e to l\leta Base
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Adaptable to liletal Base

Brush Model No 2152-XP 2152-XPFB. 2154-XP 2154-XPFB..

COARSE BR0WN ARN/OR-PLATED BRUSKE BRUSH for use on rough

surlaces with adverse conditions

Brush Size 17" 17',
Adaptable to Metal Base
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Adaptab e to N4etal Base

Brush Model No. 2172-XP 2172-XPFB. 2174-XP 2174-XPFB..

Special Note: XPFB modeis are adaptab e for use wrth metal braces
. 

0rder #9303 metal brace for all 1 7" XPFB models setlaratelV.

0rder #9302 metal brace for all 23' XPFB models separately17" 17"
Adaptab e to N/etal Base
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Adaptab e to N,4eta Base

Brush Model No 2112-XP 2112-XPFB. 2114-XP 2114-XPFB..

FINE BLUE ARM0UR-PLATED BRUSKE BRUSH. for sweeping fine

dust even on rough sur{aces,

Brush Size 17', 17"
Adaplable to lveta Base
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Adaplable to lVetal Base

Brush Model No 2132-XP 2132-XPFB. 2134-XP 2134-XPFB..


